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MCAA Championship results
Archery: LEVI PASIKOV -BLACKHAWKS

JOSH GOODMAN - SEAHAWKS

Climbing: MVP - CHARLIE RATTERMAN

ROOKIE - JAKE REINHARDT

Football:
Senior: MVP - JULIAN GANCMAN
OPOY - DANIEL DRISCOLL
Junior: MVP - KASE RATZLAFF
OPOY - JACK BEHAR

DPOY - BRETT WEISS
ROOKIE - JULIAN GANCMAN
DPOY - HOLDEN SEURING
ROOKIE - AARON PELTS

Basketball:
Senior: MVP - BRETT WEISS
6TH MAN OY - TODD LAZARUS
Junior: MVP - JACK BEHAR

DPOY - JAKE HERMAN
DPOY - MILES RACENSTEIN

GaGa: - JULIAN GANCMAN

Basketball MVP BRETT WEISS!

Leg Wrestling!
Wednesday was backwards day. Enjoyable for all ,but difficult for some! We
started the day with breakfast, as usual, before heading to Wasserman Hall
for our new morning skit! Admin entered in their togas with a scroll that
outlined the plans It was time for octagon Leg Wrestling! Everyone dashed
back to their cabins to put on togas. There were some interesting choices
and colors of bed sheets! Each cabin then selected one single warrior
carefully. These chosen boys battled it out in their Junior/Intermediate and
Senior classes for glory. The brave warriors were BRADY WEISS, RYDER
SPECTOR, CHARLIE RATTERMAN, MAX BEERMANN, JACK BEHAR, JOEY
Winner JACK BEHAR!
FINFER, JOSH GOODMAN, JULIAN GANCMAN, JAKE CZUPEK and KYLE
GOLDMAN. Congratulations to JACK BEHAR and JAKE CZUPEK who won their categories! ANDY
SCHOFIELD displayed his true strength when he conquered many opponents, although PAM ADLER
gave him a great battle near the end! Small shout out to MICHAEL WALMSLEY who beat myself
(DALE RAWLINGS) in straight sets. impressive stuff!
Tomorrow's weather report

81˚

Warm with sunshine. Chances of some
cloud cover.
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On This Day!
1962 - Jackie Robinson became the first African
American to be inducted into the National
Baseball Hall of Fame
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Counselor Profile
Name: Josh Ingram

Age: 22

Cabin: 3

Activities: Soccer, Archery, Riflery, Climbing

Favorite sport: Football

Favorite food: Chinese

Role model: Dad

Film: Any Given Sunday

First Menominee memory: Beating Kawaga at soccer last year! Hope to do
the same again this year.

GaGa finalé by JARED LOIBEN
It was a pristine day at the Friendly Confines as the camp’s best converged upon the octagon of GaGa! With the league drawing to a close, the
race to top the table was the closest it’s been in a while. The final game
of GaGa began action-packed, with the BEERMANN brothers - NATE and
MAX - teaming up against the other competitors. However, they were
unable to get JOSH KENNEDY out as his elusiveness was too much for
them both. After a while, a handful of the Seniors including JULIAN
GANCMAN, MAX SHAPIRO AND MAX PTASZNIK grouped together to
MAX SHAPIRO and ARI GOLDBERG
methodically eliminate the remaining boys. In the end, JULIAN faced
in the octagon!
JOSH after a long and tough duel. JULIAN came out on top in the end.
Lucky canteen number 31. This meant he had won the final GaGa of the campaign, topped the table and won
the overall GaGa championship! GaGa-Great work JULIAN!
Football league championships by ADAM SAGERMAN
On the warm summer day of June 2nd, many happy faces were seen taking part in a fun day of league championships. During the opening round of the Giants league period, the Seniors were competing in an intense
game of football. In the first game of the tournament, BRETT WEISS led his team to victory against their
fierce opponents - captained by the iron giant NOAH LAZARUS. Next on the list was the talented Cali’ kid
JULIAN GANCMAN. Unfortunately for BRETT, JULIAN’S youth and speed were too much to handle as
they went on to take the victory. After the game, CIT JUSTIN LEFF was seen demonstrating spectacular
sportsmanship as he shouted across to the victorious team “well deserved guys” with a big smile on his face!
Quick thanks to SAM MAETZOLD who helped officiate for the finals!
Getting to know ANDY SCHOFIELD
You may think you know ANDY already, but did you know he had the second best
shot in Britain, for riflery, at 18 years old? Also, did you know his favorite meal
was spaghetti carbonara and his favorite band are The Eagles? ANDY has taken
the role of waterfront director this year, something he is very proud of
achieving. Nicknamed ‘Schoie’ as a kid, ANDY grew up in Liverpool, England. His
family includes mum Kim, dad Derrick and his two sisters Nicola and Linesey. Did
you know his sister Nicola has worked at Marimeta for 11 years? The last member of the family is Roscoe
the Beagle, ANDY’S great dog. ‘Schoie’ isn't scared of much. In fact, the only thing he is scared of is ‘being
scared of something’. Mind boggling! ANDY likes to have conversations with himself when reflecting on subjects such as politics and how his day went. So there you go, a little more about the man himself!
A QUOTE TO THINK ABOUT:
“ PERFECTION IS NOT ATTAINABLE, BUT IF WE CHASE PERFECTION WE CAN CATCH

EXCELLENCE.”
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